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This report, termed the Summaryof Calculations, is one of a series
of three reports which describe work performed for the National
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- Final Report
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- Radiation Transport Analyses
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i
C_ TENTS
This report is the second of three volumes
which contain a description of the work performed in this study.
It consists of output from an automatic plotting sub-routlne attached
to the ablator material response prediction code, TRANSIENT.
For each condition for which results are presented, a set of four
graphs are shown which consists of:
• Radiative and convective (with and without blowing)
heating rate histories
• Surface temperature histories
. Material degradation histories consisting of surface
recession and char layer thickness
• Energy accommodation histories
The various quantities are plotted for the nylon-phenolic heat shield-
ing material as a function of flight time from 400,000 feet altitude.
Of the first three graphs, some are shown for the complete heating
period, the conclusion of which may be arbitrarily defined as the
time when materialdegradation ceases• Because of computer storage
limitations, however, which allowed only a set number of points to
be stored for plotting, some of the curves do not extend completely
to the end of the heating period, although they nearly do. The
energy accommodation graph covers only the first half of the heating
period, which allows a clarification of the various accommodation
levels during the maximum heating pulse, the period of primary
interest.
Data for two locations on each vehicle are presented• The conditions
for which data are shown include approximately one-half of those
cases examined for the Biconic and nearly all cases examined for the
Apollo. The various vehicle locations, trajectory conditions, and





Figure Number - The figure number prefix, A or B, refers to the
Apollo or Biconic vehicle, respectively.
Vehicle Location - Graphs are presented for two locations on
each vehicle, the flight stagnation point (SP), and a location
which typifies the material response and environment which
exists over the majority of the respective forebodies. For
the Apollo, this location is the forebody geometric centerline
(CL), and for the Biconic it is a point mid-_my aft on the cone
(S/Rn = 8.6 where S/Rn is wetted length ratioed to the vekicle
nose radius).
R_ LLO B/ C_ON/C
. Parameter Investigated - Uncertainties investigated include:
a) Limited mass transpiration effectiveness - the blowing to
nonblowing heat transfer coefficient ratio may not decrease
below a value of 0,3.
b) Increased surface emissivity - the emissivity is increased to
0.9 from its baseline value of 0.6.
c) Frozen pyrolysis gases - pyrolysis gas enthalpies are based
upon a gas whose species concentrations are frozen at their
decomposition levels.
d) Radiation - the upper estimate is obtained by aporoximately
doubling baseline absorption coefficients; the lower estimate




and also account_ug for ablation layer absorption.
Decreased sublimation temperature - the sublimation tempera-
ture is reduced approximately 600°F by accounting for
pyrolysis gas-char chemical reactions in the ablation model.
Boundary layer transition - all turbulent heating is
investigated for both vehicles; for the Biconic, the effects










































































Lower estimate of radiatlen
Coupled effects - upper estimate
of radiation plus frozen pyrolysis
gases
Baseline





Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate
of radiation plus frozen pyrolysis
gases
Baseline




Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate of
radiation plus frozen pyrolysis
gases
Baseline





Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate of
radiation plus frozen pyrolysis gases
Baseline














































































































Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate








Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate
of radiation plus frozen pyrolysis
gases
Baseline
Lower estimate of radiation
Upper estimate of radiation
Baseline
Lower estimate of radiation
Upper estimate of radiation
Baseline




Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate of
radiation plus frozen pyrolysis gases
Baseline





Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate
of radiat_n plus frozen pyrolysis
gases
Baseline







































































coefficients, with ablation layer
absorption
Radiation-Nominal absorptior_
coefficients, with abl_t_.on layer
absorption
Radiation_Deo_eased absorption
coefficients, no ablation layer
absorption
Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects -upper estima+_
of radiation plus frozen pyrolysis
gases
Baseline







coefficients, w_hh ablation layer
absorption
Radiation-Nominal absorption
coefficients, with ablation layer
absorption
Radiation-Decreased absorption
coefficients, no ablation layer
absorption
Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects-upper estimate of
radiation, frozen pyrolysis gases,
and all turbulent heating
Coupled effects - upper estimate of
radiation plus frozen pyrolysis gases
Baseline




Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate of
radiation plus frozen pyrolysis ga_es
Baseline
Limited mass transpiration effect-
iveness
Figure Entry Corridor Vehicle
Number Velocity Position Location(ft/sec xlO-3)
Parameter Investigated
A89 57 Overshoot CL
A90 " " "
A91 " " "
A92 " " "




Lower estimate of radiation
Coupled effects - upper estimate of
radiation plus frozen pyrolysis gases
Figures A94 through AI_5 pertain to the decreased weight vehicle (ballistic
coefficient = 78 Ib/ft )
A94 50 Undershoot SP Baseline
A95 " " " Frozen pyrolysis gases
A96 " " " Lower estimate of radiation
A97 50 Undershoot CL
A98 " " "
A99 " " "
Baseline
Frozen pyrolysis gases
Lower estimate of radiation
A100 50 Overshoot SP
A101 " " "
A102 " " "
Baseline
Frozen pyrolysis gases
Lower estimate of radiation
A103 50 Overshoot CL
A104 " " "
A105 " " "
Baseline
Frozen pyrolysis gases
Lower estimate of radiation
Figures A106 through A_I7 pertain to the increased volume vehicle (ballistic
coefficient, = 86 lb/ft z)
A106 50 Undershoot SP Baseline
AI07 " " " Frozen pyrolysis gases
AI08 " " " Lower estimate of radiation
A109 50 Undershoot CL
AllO " " "
AIII " " "
Baseline
Frozen pyrolysis gases
Lower estimate of radiation
All2 50 Overshoot SP
All3 " " "
All4 " " "
Baseline
Frozen pyrolysis gases
Lower estimate of radiation
All5 50 Overshoot CL
All6 " " "
All7 " " "
Baseline
Frozen pyrolysis gases
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Coupled effects - frozen pyro!y_is








Transition - Res = 5 x 105





Coupled effects - frozen pyroly§is












Coupled effects - frozen pyrolysis































































































Coupled effects - frozen pyrolysis








Transition - Res = 5 x 105





Coupled effects - frozen pyrolysis












Coupled effects - frozen pyrolysis
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